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In the Spring of 2019, Concentric’s Lead 
Team gathered at Jugendhaus Seewis, 
Switzerland. We crystalized our mission and 
vision, and we prayed for God’s guidance 
as we devised priorities and goals for the 
next 10 years of our collaborative ministry. 
This is a broad overview that includes, our 
mission, vision and priorities.  

Our Mission is to equip leaders for 
movements that multiply disciples, leaders 
and healthy churches. 

Our Vision is to generate disciple-making 
movements built on the model of Jesus 
which multiply His life, character and 
priorities to the nations. 
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1. We will develop our theological rootedness in the life and ministry of 
Jesus with publications - white papers, articles, and books that embody 
theological depth and promote Jesus as our model for ministry and 
leadership development.  

2. We will develop additional books and resources that aid in the study of the 
life and ministry of Jesus, and that help implement His strategy in different 
contexts and cultures and settings.  

3. We will guide the ministry from our Leadership Team down to our country 
teams and to our regional teams into deeper study and embodiment of the 
heart of Jesus’ mission.  

4. We will continue to offer Israel Study Tours that focus on studying Jesus 
strategy through a chronological approach to the Gospels.  We will do this 
through our alliance partners.  Concentric will also offer such tours , in order 
to provide the opportunity to our developing and smaller partner ministries 
that are unable to coordinate tours on their own.  

5. We will strengthen the content of the Study Tours and the pre and post study 
materials that are provided for our tour attendees.  

6. We will continue to hone our training and crystalize our essential theology 
and strategic tenets as a movement that is Christology rooted.  

7. We will continue to develop coaching strategies and tools, and make these 
resources readily available and easily contextualized and translated for 
different contexts, cultures and languages. 
 

8. We will expand the accessibility of the Harmony of the Gospels and other 
resources resources for our alliance partners and expanding base. 

D E E P E R  I N
C H R I S T
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1. We will devise an active thoughtful strategy for launching 153 countries 
into Phase III of our ministry strategy by 2030. One of the metrics for such 
ministries is that they have multiple model ministries that can identify 4 
generations of disciple multiplication. An outline and explanation of our 
5 phase approach to ministry can be viewed on our website and in our 
training materials.  

2. We will increase our core partners from 8 to 12 with representation from 
every major region of the world by 2030. 

3. We will intentionally work to enter into more of the unreached people 
groups and difficult ministry contexts where we are not currently present. 
And we will strategize on how we invest in and resource these works. 

B R O A D E R  T O
T H E  N AT I O N S
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1. We will devise a strategic plan to help globally generate 10,000 ministries 
that model and demonstrate Phase 3 or above multiplying fruitfulness. 
 

2. We will help our existing ministries/countries create more breadth and 
further reach into their regions and countries. 

3. We will create strategic collaboration with other ministries to reach our goal 
of 153 nations with disciplemaking multiplication. 

4. We will establish stronger networks through our Training, Coaching and 
Mentoring strategy with other ministries which embody similar DNA to our 
(i.e. organizations that have the networks and influence but may lack the 
strategy and training content for disciple making models.) 

M O R E  F R U I T F U L 
K I N G D O M  I M PA C T 
&  O U T C O M E S
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Our goals, key result areas, and overall strategy 
for implementation are available in additional 
documents. The above, serves only as a broad 
overview of our targeted priorities for impact. 


